7th Grade Word Set Definitions
Word Set 1
1. annotate: Add brief notes while reading
2. establish: To be founded
3. evaluate: Examine and judge carefully.
4. generate: (v.) To bring into existence; to produce
5. inquire: To ask
Word Set 2
1. acknowledge: To admit the existence of or importance of
2. chronological order: (Time Order) Events are arranged in the order in which
they happened
3. debatable: To question; argue; something that can contain doubt
4. formulate: Come up with, make a plan, develop, make, create
5. incorporate: To bring together features, ideas, or elements
6. phase: A stage in a series of changes.
Word Set 3
1. correlate: To figure out or create a relationship between two items or
events.
2. exhibit: To display or show clearly
3. indicate: To point out
4. oppose: To disagree strongly.
5. strategic: Developing a plan to achieve a goal
6. translate: To express in another way
Word Set 4
1. affect: Have an effect on; make a difference to
2. authority: Persons who exercise control over others
3. consists of: To be composed of or made up of
4. discriminate: To differentiate; to make a clear distinction; to see the
difference
5. prevalent: Commonly occurring; widely accepted or practiced
Word Set 5
1. aspects: A characteristic to be considered
2. capture: Grab someone's imagination (or attention) fascinate someone
3. depict: (v.) To portray; to represent or show in the form of a picture
4. exclusive: Belonging only to particular people; not shared
5. impact: An effect or result of something

Word Set 6
1. interpret: An interpretation is something that is an opinion, it uses evidence
to support.
2. potential: Having the ability to achieve
3. prospective: Expected or likely to happen or become.
4. rigid: Firmly-fixed, stern
5. sufficient: Adequate
Word Set 7
1. condition: The state of something in regards to its appearance
2. differentiate: Distinguish, tell apart, and recognize differences between
two or more items.
3. factor: A circumstance, fact, or influence that contributes to a result or
outcome
4. imply: To strongly suggest
5. interact: A relationship in which the effect of one factor depends on
another factor
Word Set 8
1. integrate: To bring together and make whole
2. negate: To cancel out, to nullify
3. portray: To represent someone or something, to depict
4. secure: To succeed in obtaining something
5. subjective: Based on opinion
Word Set 9
1. feature: A distinctive aspect or part of something
2. isolate: To be or remain alone or apart from something
3. promote: Advance or raise to a higher position
4. recollection: the process of remembering
5. reserve: Refrain from using or disposing of something
6. omit: to leave out or exclude

